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Abstract

Introduction: The regulatory framework and standardized assay methods for classical biomaterials and implantable devices are harmonized at the international level, based on the risk assessment. However, innovative products need the development of more appropriate assay methods and streamline regulatory and scientific evaluation to encourage innovation and ensure more expedite delivery of novel, safe and effective innovative medical devices to patients. The aim of this work is to review the latest focus on the conflicting issues that are involved in the evaluation of recently developed biomaterials and medical devices. Methods: This paper is based on a review of the relevant academic literature regarding the field of medical devices over the last ten years (2008-2017). A systematic search was conducted in Medline data base for articles using “medical devices” + “regulations” + “innovation” in the title or abstract. Discussion: There is the widespread perception that research and marketing of innovative medical devices are moving swifter, even more so than the issues concerning evaluation methods and regulations. Collaboration among all the stakeholders could contribute to overcome the existing problems in medical device innovation. Keywords: Medical devices, Regulations, Innovation.

Introduction

Medical devices provide great benefits to the patients, although they also present potential risks, especially those devices intended to be used as implantable. The mission of the national regulatory agencies for medical devices is to protect patients and the whole society from unsafe products, in balance with the speed needed for the introduction in the market of innovative products which can be beneficial to patients, those promoting public health (Curfman and Redberg, 2011; Krouse, 2015; Krucoff et al., 2012; Stern, 2017).

Nowadays, the regulatory framework and standardized assay methods for medical devices, including biomaterials, are harmonized at the international level based on the risk assessment (Amato and Ezzell, 2014; Ho et al., 2016; Pane et al., 2017; Williams, 2015). In this general context, new implantable biomaterials have to pass through a series of regulatory assays in order to receive the approval for marketing. The necessary tests involve physical and chemical characterizations, biological in vitro and in vivo tests and finally clinical investigations. This pathway is well established for classical biomaterials and implantable devices. Nevertheless, emerging innovative products, such as nanobiomaterials, materials for tissue engineering and 3D-bioprinting tissues and organs face up some regulatory uncertainties that constitute barriers for their expedite delivery to patients.

The aim of this work is to review the latest works (2008-2017) focused on the conflicting issues that are involved in the evaluation of recently developed biomaterials and medical devices. This paper is based on a review of the relevant academic literature regarding the field of medical devices over the last ten years (2008-2017). A systematic search was conducted in Medline database for articles using “medical devices” + “regulations” + “innovation” in their titles or abstracts. This initial search yielded 331 titles.
which were checked to exclude those papers where authors use the searched keywords, without specifically focusing on the studied issue. After this first screening 160 articles remained, and the abstracts were analyzed to confirm which papers were interesting for this study. This final screening resulted in a list of 116 papers for content analysis (Figure 1).

Although all papers reviewed are linked to the relationships between medical device innovation and regulations, they were classified according to its main purpose into three categories (Figure 1). Category I (56.9% of papers) includes those papers focused on regulatory issues and related to legal and/or ethical aspects, as well as international harmonization efforts, the regulatory role of clinical trials and case studies. Fourteen papers, focused mainly on the health technology assessment, are grouped in Category II (12.1%). Category III gathers 36 papers (31.0%) that analyze the innovation process, including financing, patenting, and clinical evaluation issues, the relationships between the key stakeholders that participate in the innovation and cases of medical device innovation.

The review was expanded with Google search using the same key-words, adding 54 documents. This open search allowed the revision of other original scientific papers and reports from different regulatory agencies, consulting and experts groups and governmental departments related to the articles analyzed in the systematic search. These documents are also important because the ethical, scientific and legal aspects of innovation in medical devices are of concern to multiple stakeholders and for this reason these topics are discussed in a variety of sources. However, due to considerations about the length of the paper, not all the papers reviewed in our study are cited.

**Background on Medical Devices Regulations**

National regulations agencies are critical to the innovation and competitiveness in the medical device sector. These agencies are the gatekeepers (Figure 2) who decide which products are effective and safe enough to enter the market (Curfman and Redberg, 2011; Gollaher and Goodall, 2011; Howard, 2016; Krucoff et al., 2012).

The first regulation for devices intended for human use was developed by the Device Amendments of 1976 of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of the United States (Center for Devices and Radiological Health, 2011; Lind, 2017; Van Norman, 2016; Wizemann, 2010) and until the late 1990s the FDA held a remarkable position among national regulatory agencies all around the world. Nowadays, the Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) is responsible for the premarket approval of medical devices in the United States and for the post-market surveillance of these products (Center for Devices and Radiological Health, 2011).

The FDA evaluation process for medical devices depends on the complexity and degree of risk to patients, following the risk classification of the product into three Classes. The processes are:

- Premarket notification also called 510(k) “clearance” for devices in Classes I (low risk) and II (moderate risk), based on manufacturing standards and clinical trials (optional). Compliance with the Quality System Regulation 21 CFR part 820 is a baseline requirement for medical device manufacturing firms.

Most Class I medical devices must be registered with FDA but are not required to undergo a premarket
review 510(k), although they have to accomplish with the general controls, such as the manufacturer registration and notification to the FDA before marketing, good manufacturing practices (GMP), appropriate branding and labeling and general post market reporting procedures. Class II medical devices must involve special labeling requirements to accomplish mandatory standards and post market surveillance.

Low or medium risk devices are cleared for market if there are consistent evidences that they are similar to other devices already on the market ("Substantial Equivalence") or may require a "De Novo" review for devices for which there is no predicate. The "De Novo" process is applicable when the risks of a device are well-known and appropriate controls can be established to mitigate those risks.

- Premarket Approval (PMA) evaluation for Class III devices (high risk), is based on scientific reviews, clinical trials and manufacturing standards in addition to the general controls mentioned above. These devices could present serious risk to patients and thus require extensive testing.

FDA requires that “high-risk” devices demonstrate safety and effectiveness through clinical trials, conducted in accordance with Good Clinical Practices (GCP), which can be expensive and take years to be completed. For clinical approval, the devices follow investigational device exemption (IDE) approval by FDA. A device which has not been on the market is presumed to be a Class III unless its “substantially equivalency” to a legally marketed Class I or Class II device is demonstrated.

After the formation of the European Union (EU) the medical devices regulations of the state members were consolidated in a unified regulatory regime, eliminating the regulatory barriers for medical devices market inside the EU. This regulation system is based on three core principles: consistency, transparency and timeliness (Van Drongelen et al., 2015). Initially, the regulation system in the medical device sector in Europe was supported by three main documents:

- Directive 90/385, concerned with active implants (European Union, 1990);
- Directive 93/42, which is the main general medical device directive (European Union, 1993);

In 2017 the new European Union Medical Device Regulation (MDR) was approved by the European Parliament, which embodies significant changes to the current EU regulation and repeals Council Directives 90/385/EEC (European Union, 1990), 93/42/EEC (European Union, 1993), 98/79/EC (European Union, 1998) and Commission Decision 2010/227/EU (European Union, 2017b). The main documents of the new MDR are:

- Regulation (EU) 2017/745 (European Union, 2017a);
- Regulation (EU) 2017/746 (European Union, 2017b);

The European device regulation defines the conformity assessment processes which are carried out by the established “notified bodies”, based on the fulfillment of the safety and effectiveness essential principles (general safety and performance requirements), the core elements and procedures that companies need to have in place. The “competent authorities” are the agencies that control clinical trials, designate and supervise the notified bodies, and oversee post marketing surveillance. The conformity assessment is supported by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and European standards and guidelines.

In Europe, there are three classes of medical devices, but four categories with different conformity assessment procedures (European Union, 2017a; Van Drongelen et al., 2015):

- Class I, self-regulation and registration in each member state where they are marketed;
- Class II A, selective quality system review;
- Class II B, quality system review and targeted review of the design dossier;
- Class III, full design dossier review.

Moreover, Europe has a directive regarding advanced therapy products (European Commission, 2007a), which covers tissue engineering, cell therapy and gene therapy products. The legislation covers both allogeneic and autologous products. The borderline products have to be classified as pharmaceutical or devices, because a product cannot be assessed under more than one directive.

As it can be seen, the basis of the US and European regulatory systems is the categorization of medical devices in risk classes. Higher risk devices are subject to more rigorous conformity assessment procedures. However,
Europe has a strict set of rules to categorize the devices in their risk classes, while the USA follows a much more diffuse approach (Van Drongelen et al., 2015). Another difference between both regulatory systems is that the market authorization procedures in the USA are performed entirely by the governmental agency (FDA), while in Europe these are performed by Notified Bodies (NB), most of them private companies, designated and supervised by the governmental competent authorities.

Gollaher and Goodall (2011) pointed out that in the period between 2004 and 2010 there was a clear trend that the more complex, and often cutting edge, a product was, the more likely it was to be approved first in Europe versus the United States, with almost equivalent ratio of recalled medical devices for safety issues in both regions. However, Basu and Hassenplug (2012) argued that a review of the data, using appropriate end-points, suggests instead that the USA process for approving innovative, high risk medical devices takes the same amount of time as it does in the four largest European markets (Germany, France, Italy and United Kingdom). In fact, cases where products on the market led to major problems for patients occurred in the USA and the EU showing that both systems are not perfect and the level of safety provided is not different (Kramer et al., 2012). The most important conclusion of these studies are that, despite the fact that strong regulations exist, the risk of putting into the market insufficiently tested devices still remains, and that the effective review process is still an issue of academicians, industry, government and social concern (Zuckerman et al., 2011).

In 2011 the Center for Devices and Radiological Health announced the Medical Device Innovation Initiative, which will allow companies to achieve regulatory approval of cutting-edge medical devices quicker than ever before (Center for Devices and Radiological Health, 2011), encouraging innovation of novel, important, safe and effective medical devices. To be chosen for Priority Review, the device had to be radically different from any marketed medical device in the United States in its principal technology or way of use (Food and Drug Administration, 2013). The device must also be designed to either significantly improve upon currently available treatment or diagnostics for life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating diseases or conditions; to treat or diagnose a life-threatening or irreversibly debilitating disease or condition for which no approved or cleared alternative treatment or means of diagnosis exists; to address an unmet public health need as identified by the Council on Medical Device Innovation; or to address an issue relevant to national security.

As the national regulations for medical devices have been developed, work has also been undertaken on their international harmonization, firstly in the Global Harmonization Task Force (GHTF) (Gagliardi, 2009) and nowadays in the International Medical Device Regulators Forum (IMDRF). Regional efforts for harmonization of Medical Device Regulatory Frameworks are also undertaken outside the European Union (Lamph, 2012), for example by the Asian Harmonization Working Party (Asian Harmonization Working Party, 2014) and in the Common Southern Market (Buenos Aires, 2000).

Harmonization reduces regulatory load and promotes industry compliance. Following international guidelines, many regulatory programs use international standards and guidelines as a basis of their national technical regulations (International Medical Device Regulators Forum, 2014). The recommendations of the IMDRF have been taken into consideration by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) for the development of standards in the field of medical devices, including the standard about the recognized essential principles of safety and performance of medical devices (International Organization for Standardization, 2016b) and the good clinical practice for investigation of medical device for human subjects (International Organization for Standardization, 2011).

However, the implementation of harmonized regulations depends on the national regulatory capabilities. Therefore, these capacities have to be strengthened for allowing the incorporation and deployment of common standards in all countries (Pombo et al., 2016).

**Innovation in the Medical Devices Sector**

The Oslo Manual is the main international source for the classification of innovations and as a guide for the collection and use of data on innovation activities in the industry. This document classifies innovations in: innovation of products and services, innovations in processes, innovations in marketing methods and organizational innovations (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2005). This document deals with innovations in medical technologies, which have their particularities.

A medical technology for being considered an innovation has to demonstrate a therapeutic superiority in a randomized clinical trial, where the control group is treated according to the current best practice and the primary endpoint is clinically relevant (Adami et al., 2012). However, Ciani et al. (2016) consider that this definition may be not adequate to characterize innovations in the medical devices field, because most of the time innovative medical devices cannot undergo blind randomized clinical trials for ethical reasons. Nowadays, while some experts claim for applying randomized clinical trials as the gold standard for assessing medical devices (Neugebauer et al., 2017), others argue in favor of real
practice based clinical evidence (Tarricone et al., 2016) and the regulatory use of the “big data” (Erdman et al., 2013), which include information from electronic health records and expanded patient registries.

Ciani et al. (2016) classified the existing definitions of medical device innovations according to three elements: the source of innovation; the degree of discontinuity introduced and the consequences of innovation (Figure 3).

Using the technology-push view, innovation is an entrepreneurial process entailing the series of steps taken from the idea to invention, to development, to commercialization. From a demand-pull perspective, innovation is a way to meet specific clinical needs not addressed yet. However, both approaches belong to the linear models of innovation already overcome by mixed or interactive models (coupling models), stage models, network and open innovation models (Davey et al., 2011).

The introduction of innovative medical devices to the health service is slower than for other consumer products due to the barriers to innovation (Bergsland et al., 2014). However, open innovation models allow medical devices companies to manage the ideas of multiple stakeholders and made lower the existing barriers for reaching the market more quickly (Davey et al., 2011). Successful cases exist of collaboration between academia, health institutions, industry and regulatory agencies for developing innovative medical devices (Bonutti et al., 2008; Courvoisier, 2016; Markiewicz et al., 2017), overcoming the barriers to innovation in medical products by coordinated efforts among critical stakeholders.

The relevance of the relationships between medical devices developers and leading users/clinicians is stressed in the literature (Camp et al., 2015; Chatterji et al., 2008; Gelberman et al., 2010; Smieliauskas, 2016; Taylor, 2013; Van Haute, 2011). These relationships can be strengthened by means of direct demands and offers, but also by the participation in academic activities such as conferences, meetings and so on. These activities are also important for the optimization of the learning curve for a new technology. However, financial relationships between physicians and medical device manufacturers is a subject of considerable controversy due to ethical considerations. While some experts worry about the idea that these relationships will influence the physicians’ decisions about which devices to use and how to document patients’ outcomes compromising patients’ welfare, others sustain that they are essential to device innovation.

Based on their intensity, innovation in medical devices can be classified as incremental or as breakthrough, but with many intermediary cases between those extreme categories. In the third approach, when medical devices innovation is classified by its beneficial impacts, not only the direct clinically meaningful benefit has to be addressed, but also the additional consequences at the level of user/consumer, single organizations or the whole health system, in terms of service quality, costs and ethical aspects (Vijayavenkataraman et al., 2016).

**Effects of Regulations on Innovation in Medical Devices**

Regulatory issues impact on the whole cycle of the innovation (Figure 4). They have to be taken into account in the early steps of the medical device design and development, during pre-clinical and clinical evaluation, product regulatory evaluation, manufacturing and post-marketing surveillance. For this reason, the relationship between medical devices developers and the national regulations agencies is critical for the innovation and competitiveness in this sector (Lind, 2017).

Because the regulatory agencies approval is required before the new product can go to the market, governmental policies and actions in this field constitute the external framework for medical products innovations (Figure 5). However, as medical devices become increasingly complex, the responsibility of assuring the safety and effectiveness of devices falls not only on the national

---

**Figure 3.** Elements for classification of innovations in the medical devices field.

---
regulatory agencies but also on industry, practitioners, and patients. Indeed, developers have to worry about regulatory issues even at the earlier design and developing stages of the innovative medical device.

The internal framework for medical device research, development and innovation (R&D&I) activities is the Quality Management System of the manufacturer, which should include an appropriate Risk Management (Figure 5).

Quality and risk management approaches through the whole life cycle of the medical products have to be integrated to demonstrate compliance with the “Essential Principles of Safety and Performance of Medical Devices” (Global Harmonization Task Force, 2012). Risk management involves the identification and description of hazards associated with medical devices and their accessories; risk analysis, evaluation and control, and monitoring of the effectiveness of that control. The ISO 14971:2007 international standard provides a process to address risk management related to medical devices, which is included in the harmonized legal requirements in most countries (International Medical Device Regulators Forum, 2015).

Controlling the risks is a central requirement of the design controls of the FDA Quality Systems Regulation (Food and Drug Administration, 1997) and the ISO 13485 quality system standard (International Organization for Standardization, 2016a). Both documents include requirements related to the methods, facilities and controls for designing, manufacturing, packaging, labeling, storing, installing, and servicing of medical devices intended for human use. Also, device manufactures are required to collect post-market information, including clinical data, as part of their risk management system.

Risks should be reduced or eliminated as far as possible during the lifetime of the device and, if overall residual risk persists, there should be a favorable benefit/risk ratio. In selecting the most appropriate solutions to reduce risks, the manufacturer must apply the control options in the following order (European Union, 2017a):

1. inherently safe design and construction;
2. protection measures where appropriate, including alarms if necessary, in relation to risks that cannot be eliminated;
3. to inform users of the residual risks due to any shortcomings of the protection measures adopted.

Stern (2017) considers that the regulatory process strongly affects market entry patterns of the small firms and that they are less likely to be pioneers in new devices because of the relatively higher costs of doing so for more financially constrained firms. He argues that pioneer entrants in new device categories spend 7.2 months longer in the approval process than the followers in that category and that the costs of this delay heighten in 7 percent the total R&D costs associated with getting a new high-risk medical device into the market. The established regulatory precedents smooth the way for subsequent entrants. The knowledge related to regulatory and marketing strategies contributes to the successful results for medical devices entrepreneurs (Chatterji, 2009).

Newer innovative medical devices are characterized by a large product heterogeneity and significant uncertainty about the regulatory process itself. The “regulatory uncertainty”, regarding if and when a national regulatory agency will approve an innovative device, brings certain discouragement in medical device innovation (Fleming, 2015).

Stern (2017) divides the “regulatory uncertainty” into two components (Figure 6): “technological uncertainty” and “content and format uncertainty”. To reduce the uncertainty, early contacts between developers and regulators should stimulate the identification and solution of key scientific and regulatory issues related to the innovative medical device during the early stages of product development and regulatory approval. Face-to-face meeting between developers and regulators could help to improve the study of protocols for testing...
devices. On the other hand, it is idealistic to expect the regulatory experts to have all the necessary expertise and experience for reviewing all medical devices of emerging scientific fields and pioneering technologies (Camp et al., 2015).

Regulations have to be clear and transparent, but they also have to be flexible enough, responding to the medical device innovation and global market needs. In this way, the US FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health undertake the Medical Device Innovation Initiative with the aim of helping to accelerate and reduce the cost of development and regulatory evaluation of innovative medical devices safely and based on comprehensive science. The actions included are a priority review program for pioneering medical devices (the Innovation Pathway) and the streamlining of the “De Novo” pathway (Food and Drug Administration, 2013).

However, more advanced regulatory research has to be done in critical aspects, such as identifying appropriate clinical endpoints and key scientific questions. In this way, collaboration with external partners (other government agencies, academia, industry, patients’ organizations and professional associations) can provide valuable information for more effective and efficient regulatory review processes, reducing medical device innovation costs and helping to faster delivery of safe new products to patients (Krucoff et al., 2012).

FDA developed a Humanitarian Device Exemption program for products aimed for rare disease (Mokhtarzadeh et al., 2016). This program takes into account that for rare disease populations randomized clinical trials are impracticable. However, devices approved by this exemption are subjected to some restrictions such as the need for approval from relevant institutional review boards before use. Furthermore, in 2015 FDA issued a draft guidance document on benefit–risk determinations for investigational device exemptions (Food and Drug Administration, 2016b) and other regulations to streamline the approval of devices intended for unmet medical needs for life threatening or irreversibly debilitating diseases or conditions and early feasibility studies designed to gain quick insights into an innovative technology during the development process before starting a larger clinical trial (Food and Drug Administration, 2016a).

Barriers to innovation in medical products have to be overcome by coordinated efforts among critical stakeholders, including patient groups, medical societies, device companies, clinical research organizations, and government organizations committed to working together to improve patient health and quality of life, and the healthcare service quality at reasonable costs.

Analysis of Innovative Medical Technologies Cases

Nanomaterials

Medical innovations using the advances in nanotechnology are confusing the existing product classification scheme (Paradise et al., 2008), which is a very important regulatory matter; because depending on it is the approval process the product will follow. In reply, regulatory agencies continue utilizing the existing regulatory pathways to review medical products containing nanomaterials, but they are beginning to consider new issues related to nanotechnology products and applications. Furthermore, many products containing nanomaterials fall into the so called “combination products” or products in “borderline cases” involving medicinal products, human tissues and cells, biocidal products or food products, that are classified according to their “primary mode of action”.

The application of the FDA procedure of “substantial equivalence” of nanotechnology-based devices to nonnanotechnology-based predicate devices is a controversial issue, because both use a different fundamental scientific technology. However, such analysis has to be done case

Figure 6. Elements of “regulatory uncertainty” that influences in the approval period for new type innovative products.
by case because there may be devices, in which the included nanotechnology element does not affect their operation, then “no different fundamental scientific technology” may be claimed, and the manufacturer must demonstrate that the new device is substantially equivalent to a legally marketed device (Abbott Curry and Goos, 2012).

In the European Union the report of the Working Group on New and Emerging Technologies in Medical Devices concluded that existing legislation is adequate to deal with nanotechnology-based medical devices (European Commission, 2007b). However, devices presenting risks associated with nanomaterials have to be subjected to a systematic pre-market review (European Commission, 2008).

It is generally accepted that medical devices with nanocomponents require specific techniques for characterization and biocompatibility testing, because they have unique properties associated with their nanocomponents such as aggregation, agglomeration, immunogenicity, or toxicity (Kunzmann et al., 2011; Rivera et al., 2010). Considerations have to be taken of any additional toxicity issues that might be relevant to submicron particles, such as absorption, distribution, and accumulation into organs, potential metabolism and elimination. It is a generalized opinion that the nanomaterials themselves need to be evaluated instead of extracts as usually used when testing biomaterials or medical devices. For these reasons, the validity of individual assessment tests commonly used for classical biomaterial are being explored, and specific ISO guidance for biocompatibility assessment of devices with nanomaterials was recently published (International Organization for Standardization, 2017).

**Materials for tissue engineering and 3D-bioprinting**

In tissue engineering, biomaterials are used as “scaffolds” or “templates”, which can mimic the native extracellular matrix and provide structural support for cell attachment and growth in the presence of physicochemical factors that stimulate new tissue formation, which can be then implanted into organism. In these circumstances the biomechanical and biophysical characteristics of the material are significant to the manner in which the new tissue is generated, but the first requirement of a tissue engineering template is to have specific biological activity for the target cells to be stimulated. As Williams (2014, 2015) argue, this is the main reason why biocompatibility has to be re-defined as a property of a system and not only of a material and new theories and biocompatibility tests have to be developed for biomaterials used in tissue engineering.

This paradigm shift has significant regulatory implications, as biomaterials start to exhibit mechanisms of action that involve metabolic functions (Chen et al., 2013). Then, the research question is how to evaluate the potential of the material to actively signal the target cells, and the classical ISO 10993 biological tests are not intended to do this.

3D-Bioprinting is a subset of tissue engineering as a tool for engineering complex tissues. This technology could help overcome the limitations of the current tissue engineering methods, including the problem of longer waiting times for treatment, especially with organ transplants (Vijayavenkataraman et al., 2016). While, academic and industrial research on innovative 3D medical devices are moving swiftly, the issues concerning ethics, policies, regulations and social acceptance are not addressed with the needed speed.

Since 3D-bioprinting is a complex field including the printing devices, drugs, cells and biomaterials, each of these governed by a different regulation in many countries; the clinical translation becomes very complicated (Bajaj et al., 2014; Zhang and Wang, 2017).

The unknown consequences of implanting an artificial construct or organ into the body make indispensible to conduct pre-clinical testing not only for the final bioprinted product, tissue construct or organ, but also for individual elements of the product separately, to assess their effects on the body, because after implantation it is impracticable to decide which element is provoking an inadequate response (Vijayavenkataraman et al., 2016).

Clinical testing following the in vivo pre-clinical successful evaluation is also necessary due to the difference in response between the animals and humans. Controlled clinical trials are ethically impracticable in this type of therapy, thus a global registry of pre-clinical and clinical testing of such implants, accessible for researchers, physicians and patients all over the world is the best approach.

**Concluding Remarks**

Based on the conducted review, the following conclusions may be drawn:

1. Strong medical devices regulations exist and are aimed at protecting patients and the whole society from unsafely products, and at promoting public health introducing innovative products into the market, which can be beneficial to patients. However, the risk of putting into the market insufficiently tested devices still remains, and the effective review
process is still an issue of academicians, industry, government and social concern;

2. The cornerstone of the most developed regulatory systems in the world is the classification of the medical products into drugs, biologic or medical devices; however innovative combination products incorporate challenges to the existing product classification scheme. Furthermore, categorization of medical devices in risk classes is also stressed by the application of new technologies in medical devices design, such as nanotechnology, tissue engineering and 3D-printing. The responsibility of assuring the safety and effectiveness of devices falls, not only on the national regulatory agencies, but primarily on researchers, manufactures and physicians, even at the earlier stages of the innovation process;

3. Innovations in the field of medical devices have peculiarities that make difficult the conduction of randomized clinical trials. However, there is a clear understanding of the need for clinical evidence and clinical evaluation in proportion to the class of risk of the medical device, including the recording of clinical data during the post-marketing surveillance;

4. Open innovation models and early collaboration between medical device developers and regulatory agencies could contribute to break down the existing barriers to medical device innovation. However, in order to maintain the needed partnership with the medical devices developers, the regulatory agencies have to develop regulatory science according to the development of new technologies, maintaining the balance between high standards for quality, safety and effectiveness and the streamlining of the regulatory review process to encourage and facilitate the innovation process in medical devices. Collaborative regulatory research and device evaluation can help in improving regulatory pathways for medical devices of emerging scientific fields and pioneering technologies;

5. Newer innovative medical devices are characterized by a large product heterogeneity and significant uncertainty about the regulatory process itself. Emerging innovative products, such as nanobiomaterials, materials for tissue engineering and 3D-bioprinting, need the development of more appropriate assay methods and streamline regulatory and scientific device evaluation to encourage innovation and ensure more expedite delivery of novel, safe and effective innovative medical devices to patients;

6. Academic and industrial research and commercialization of innovative medical devices are moving at a higher speed than the issues concerning assay methods, clinical evaluation, ethics and regulations. Collaboration among all the stakeholders can contribute to overcome the existing problems in medical device innovation.
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